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The Sonic Mirror When I was around ten, my piano teacher, Diana Graa, had me play on the radio. She took me to the Municipal Building in lower Manhattan, to the wnyc studio, where several students of other teachers and I would tape a piece or two each, to be heard later that week on a program that may have been called "Young American Mazurka?went all right, my second?something by Bartok?didn't. I kept having memory lapses and so was never able to play the thing all the way through. After three or four attempts, each one worse than the last, I was asked to stop. I'm not sure by whom. Imagine my shame?made so much worse by the fact that no one said anything about this fiasco. Needless to say, I assumed the Bartok couldn't make it onto the broadcast. But it did. Some technician had managed to splice together a perfect recording. So, to my surprise, it sounded like I'd nailed the thing. It sounded a lot better than I was. Or than I thought I was. But I don't think surprise?or pleasant surprise?was the only feeling connected with that primal self-audi tion. I imagine I was also, still, a bit ashamed.
One thing you should know about me?maybe the one thing?is that I didn't always want to be an English professor. I used to want to be a pianist. But it wasn't till I was around twenty that I had to accept my now rather obvious limitations. I lack virtuoso tech nique?for which I'm still petty enough to blame Mrs. Graa. And I lack musical intelligence?for which I don't even have genetics to blame. My older brother, Robert, is a successful pianist. (Bob, in fact, is the one I heard most, growing up. And many of the pieces And, for some reason, even people who don't like to hear them selves speak do like to hear themselves sing. Maybe you've seen the 1981 film Diva, in which a beautiful soprano who, for perverse reasons, refuses to record, finally and for the first time gets to hear herself perform an aria. She doesn't say so, but she seems quite as ravished by the sound as is the cute fan who made the tape. In fact, she seems as ravished as she looks ravishing up there on the screen.
Of course, the relation to one's voice is far more unmediated than the relation to one's piano playing, or for that matter, to one's play ing of any instrument. I say "I have to wonder" these things. Why, you ask? Well, I've already worked out most of my piano issues in Beethoven's Kiss, a book about the anxieties of amateurism. I worked out a few more of them in "Critical Virtuosity," an essay about problems I think professionals have. But I haven't quite fathomed the "mirror stage." To paraphrase Jacques Lacan: three different orders structure all human existence: the Real, the Imaginary, and the Symbolic. The
Real isn't simply synonymous with external reality, nor is it the opposite of "imaginary." It exists outside or beyond the Symbolic, is menacingly homogeneous, and isn't composed of distinct and differential signifiers. It's that which resists symbolization and signification, and is usually encountered in the context of trauma and psychosis. The Imaginary, likewise, isn't synonymous with the imagination, or the capacity to form images. It's that which frees the imagination and gives the psyche the experience of openness and novelty. signals that the ego is, fundamentally, the product of the Imaginary, or an illusory structure in which the individual becomes trapped into alienation?by which is meant a sense of loss or estrangement.
The loss is of that initial jubilation. The estrangement is from that too-perfect self-yet-nonself-image that provoked such delight. The mirror phase, moreover, is associated with the threatening fantasy of the fragmented body, which expresses the fear that the unity per ceived in the mirror will disintegrate or be torn apart. But maybe it's also associated with the fear that the illusory unity I perceived in The main thing to notice about this report is that Gilels deploys visual metaphors for an aural experience. By listening to his record ings he can "watch" his style change over the years and "look" to them as a kind of "map." Unbeknownst to him, probably, there's a basic tension here. Whereas you can see yourself at a glance, you can't really listen to yourself that way. Listening takes time. In visual terms, it involves glance after glance after glance. We disavow this basic temporality when we imagine self-audition as something imaginary.
Glenn Gould, of course, preferred recording to live performance. Here were the questions:
(1) Can you describe and, if possible, explain the experience of hearing yourself play for the first time?
(2) Have you ever particularly enjoyed hearing yourself play? Some were even well written. So I'm now going to set my own ego aside, more or less, and let these people speak for themselves. But I'd like to present them in a different order of seniority.
Instead of oldest to youngest, I'll present these people in the order in which we met. In this way I hope to accomplish two things. I hope to blur the distinction between amateur and professional, in large part because I think it's wrong to presume these two experi ence self-audition differently. I also hope to provide an oblique autobiography. So much, then, for setting my ego?my narcissism, perhaps?aside. I've simply shoved it into the background.
We'll start with my older brother Robert?thirteen years older, to be precise. My earliest, mirror-like impression of his playing was that it represented musical perfection I myself could never hope to achieve. In fact, I still feel that way. More to the point, however, I
still expect him to feel that way. But he doesn't. In fact, he never did.
Instead of finding self-audition satisfying, Robert has always found it rather alienating?especially at first. "In early years," he writes, "I had the impression that I was listening to someone other than myself." (In some cases, he quips, "I found myself wishing... it was someone else.") Later on, though, "I was more able to recognize It's more like telling a story.
Alex and I had different piano teachers at Juilliard. But we shared one at Yale: a woman named Deborah Dewey. Deborah still teaches, and performs. And although her response is quite short, it's as interesting as that of Alex?which, by the way, it resembles. Our teacher also had an initial, mirror-stage-like experience. Note, for example, the double sense of jubilation and loss, as well as the delighted sense of alienation, that attended her first self-audition. "It was a combination of being shocked and delighted," Deborah writes. "Someone was playing wrong notes and/but they expressed the music exactly the way I thought it should be! It was disconcert ing to have the inaccuracies preserved, yet strangely satisfying to hear someone breathe the way I do" (emphasis added). The uncanny ability to hear this "someone" breathe anticipates, moreover, Deborah's eventual ability to hear that person?more attuned to the piano's vocal aspect than to its percussive one?sing. Sometimes, after waiting long enough not to remember having made the record ing, much like the writer who waits long enough not to read his work as crap, which in her case is "at least a year," Deborah does enjoy hearing herself. If the piece is difficult, she enjoys hearing herself meet the technical challenges. But mostly, she writes, "the pleasure [comes] from being able to relax and be sung to in a familiar way"
(emphasis added). But even that initial sense of loss, which of course never goes away, is rather felicitous for Deborah?both inevitable and inspirational. Because even when she hears "nuances that I've ignored, or places where my sound could have been more varied, or wrong notes," Deborah finds it "inspiring to know that there is always more to think about." And even though, over time, "some of the athleticism has waned,"
she recordings as mirror images. Instead, he likens each voice in polyphonic music to "its own little train, with its own little conductor leading a merry path." Even better, he likens such music to an aquatic "stream" inside of which his semi-fraudulent playing enables him to either float or swim. (Jesse doesn't specify which.)
The word "stream" seems to suggest the word "consciousness"?as in "stream of consciousness."
But "stream of consciousness" can't have described his experience of self-audition very well, because it's a system of locks. (237) Finally, and rather beautifully, Jesse likens listening to himself?or rather to part of himself on tape, with another part at the key board?to both dreaming he could run, were he as physically chal lenged as he is, in fact, technically, and, even better, dreaming he can fly. I'm reminded of another writer, Annie Dillard, who, in The Writing Life, analogizes both composing (monophonie) music and working well at another keyboard?her typewriter or computer?to being a skilled stunt pilot, as well as both listening to such music and reading literature (possibly, after enough time has passed, her own) to watching such a display. I met Burkhard Bastuck?another attorney and, like Alex, a far more accomplished musician?shortly after I got that J.D. from Columbia. We were both first-year associates at a rather awful law firm. Burkhard got married in our second year there?to another pianist?and, as his best friend at the time, I got to be best man. Out would come the reel-to-reel tape deck with the big white buttons, and off we'd go. I'm not sure I had any detailed sense of how it was supposed to be helpful.
It was a fairly routine experience that I don't remember as being particularly painful early on, though it became so as the years went by and my ability to hold increasingly complex pieces in memory didn't keep up with my ability to read them with the music in front of me. Part of me knew that at the time, but couldn't acknowledge it. Like Jesse, he has a poetic sensibility. Jay, too, deploys an original, non-specular figure for self-audition. For Jesse it's like imagining he can fly; for Jay it's like being submerged. Like Burkhard, he's pretty happy with himself, for the most part. Like Alex and Michael, he's an improviser as well as performer. Like Thomas and Noam, he's a performer as well as a composer. Unlike Noam, however, Jay finds these identities distinct. And he now sees himself as more of a per former?a possibly asymptotic, possibly cataclysmic development that's certainly changed self-audition for him.
"The first time I heard myself playing," Jay writes, "I had the impression of hearing myself playing under water. As if the reality of my usual control of the pianistic situation was out of my hands, lit erally, and someone else was doing the playing for me, and sabotag ing my efforts. Very painful." Self-audition can still be painful. Jay's hated it when he's not "in really top form," or when he's played a faulty, badly-tuned, or poorly-regulated instrument, or when he's dealt with bad sound engineering or acoustics. But only somewhat painful. He likes it when he is in "really top form"?when, as Jay puts it, "every aspect of my playing pleased me immensely"?even if the "sound range chosen by the engineer was so limited that the result was as if the grandeur were occurring in a fish bowl." (There's that submersion again.) He loves it?in fact he's "elated"?when "every intention has been served, [and] the piano was perfect, the sound as well." This has been especially so with recordings of live improvisa tions. "Since there is, in addition to a pianist, a composer in me," Jay explains, "there exists the possibility to create the split which provides a healthy distance between conception and realization." Such enjoyment, however, was really "a sense of relief: no betrayal." So the development?ontologically speaking?was both asymp totic and cataclysmic. Jay's latest identification, as a pianist, both "increased... over time" and required a fair amount of "solid work."
But it was "epiphanic"?his word?as well. You wake up one morn ing and?boom!?suddenly you're a pianist. This apparent contra diction is less unusual than you might think. Another aspect of any post-mirror-stage identity formation is that we conceive it, like music, in both spatial and temporal terms. We think of being who we are (at some imaginary point in time) as well as of becoming who we are (a gradual process death alone terminates). Hopefully, at some point along the way, like Jay?also like Jesse, with his realiza tion he wasn't "fraudulent"?we stop thinking of ourselves as mere "impostors." If, in fact, we ever did think that way. "I've been sitting here for about a quarter of an hour trying to remember when it was that I first heard myself play," writes Marioara Trifan. "It mustn't have been a particularly traumatic expe rience, otherwise I wouldn't have any trouble remembering!" Marioara does, however, recall one teacher?Dieter Weber?who in addition to individual instruction held class once a week. Whoever wanted or needed to play did so, and the performances were all recorded. Then?before going home?they'd all listen to the tapes.
"Doing this," she feels, "was better than any other kind of lesson." On the other hand, it "didn't do much for my ongoing relationship 
